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> Seeing Double | The Barge Moves

The Berard Team used 20 axle lines of Goldhofer PST-ESE
transporters and 2 power pack units to load out these two 650
ton barges onto a 400’ x 105’ x 25’ deck barge. Other equipment
utilized on the jobsite included (4) 40 ft barge ramps, (2) 2010
Peterbilt winch trucks with blades and our high volume water
pumps.
Berard once again used the incredible maneuverability of the
Goldhofer transporters in several steering modes which
included carousel, crabbing, and ninety degree steering. The 40
ft ramps were used to load onto the bow due to lack of water
depth which made the barge higher than normal above the
bulkhead. After the barges arrive offshore, they will be filled with
water and placed on top of each other to test lift the massive
derrick barge. The job was safely completed in only 2 days.
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Th second barge makes its way up the ramps onto the deck
barge.

Johnny Berard poses next to one of the two new
Peterbilt winch trucks added to the Berard fleet.

Second barge moving into position.
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> A Barge With Attitude

With a barge named Attitude, you’d expect it to be
somewhat difficult to deal with. Not so when Berard’s on
the job.
With 32 axle lines of Goldhofer 8 wide PST-ESE
transporters, (6) 26 ft ramps, and (2) Peterbilt winch
trucks, this 1150 ton, 250’L x 72’W barge in Amelia, LA
was no match for the Berard Team. Once the barge was
rolled into position onto the waiting deck barge, it was
then lowered onto the customers rigging for launching.
Another safe & successful job by Berard!
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> Berard On The Science Channel | Re Air
As you may remember, Berard was featured on an episode of the Discovery
Science Channels new hit tv program titled Heavy Metal Taskforce. In case
anyone missed it or can’t get enough of it, the show will re-air this Thursday,
February 25th at 9:00pm central time on the Science Channel.
Just thought we’d let you know for your viewing pleasure!

> Employee Spotlight | Hubert Landry
Hubert Landry | Project Foreman - TV Star
When Berard appeared on The Discovery Science
Channels new hit tv show Heavy Metal Taskforce,
Hubert Landry had it all under control, literally. Hubert
was the operator for the move featured on the show as
well as appearing on the series promo spots.
Hubert grew up working and operating heavy
equipment in the sugarcane fields of Loreauville and
joined the Berard Team in February of 2007. He’s been a
vital part of the team ever since. Hubert’s well versed in
operating THPs, SPMTs and various other equipment in
the Berard fleet. Hubert holds the reigns as project
manager and brings his “A” game on every job to
ensure that the client gets the best possible job done in
a safe, on time manner.
So next time you see Hubert on your next jobsite, get his
autograph and tell him you saw him in OnTheMove!
Hubert at the controls during the filming of
Heavy Metal Taskforce.

Stopping for a pose under 2280 tons of drydock.

Operating the cherry picker on a 1800 ton liftboat move.
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